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Abstract
New York State (NYS) has taken a leadership role in deep decarbonization by passing the Climate
Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA), which commits New York to reach net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions and requires 40 percent emissions reductions from 1990 levels by 2030 and 85
percent emissions reductions by 2050. As is in other cold-climate regions, heating in the residential and
commercial sectors is the single largest end-use category in New York State. And over 80 percent of the
heating-related energy consumption comes from the onsite combustion of fossil fuels dominated by
natural gas and fuel oil.

Electricity-driven heating technologies such as air-source and ground-source heat pumps provide a viable
pathway to decarbonize the heating sector as they can integrate with renewable electricity generation such
as wind and solar. However, the main challenges to electricity-driven heating arise from its impact on the
power system, notably from an increase in winter peak electricity demand in the distribution networks.

By using optimization models and statistical techniques, this thesis estimates that the total heating
electricity demand arising from converting fossil fuel heating systems to electric heating systems in the
NYS residential and commercial sectors is about 48 percent more than the current requirement. The
results show a clear shift from summer peak to winter peak due to heating system electrification in NYS.
Additionally, we show some heating electrification scenarios using different heat pump models. Scenarios
using various heat pump adoption rates based on studies that support heating system electrification in the
state and surrounding areas were also developed. The findings of the study are of importance to state and
local policymakers and energy market participants. This quantification will help the policymakers in
taking more defined steps towards developing resilient energy systems, building energy-efficient
buildings and heating systems, and empowering greater adoption of sustainable energy systems.

Keywords: energy demand, heating electrification, heat-pump, county, residential and commercial sector,
optimization, statistics
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1. Introduction
Over 60% of households in the United States (and 80% in the Northeastern U.S.) utilize on-site fossilfuel-based space heating, accounting for 10% of the country's greenhouse gas emissions [1]. As the world
moves toward a carbon-free energy grid, a major shift to electric space-heating systems is needed to
mitigate carbon emissions to arrest climate change [2]. This can be expected to increase the electricity
demand. In the areas where electricity demand currently peaks in winter, space heating electrification can
exacerbate an already strained grid infrastructure [3], [4]. With about 40% of the U.S. population living in
cold climate states [5], predicting electric heating demand is critical to the planning, development, and
management of more efficient and robust energy infrastructure.
Only through a granular estimate of the increase in the demand for electricity resulting from the
electrification of current fossil-fuel-based heating systems, can we estimate both the extent of increase in
electricity generation capacity needed, as well as when and where this need will arise. This quantification
will also help the policymakers in taking more defined steps towards maximizing the adoption of clean
resilient energy systems. Thus, analyzing the impact of electrification on the transmission grid is
necessary for long-term planning for power system upgrades [6].
Given the importance of heating electrification towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the sheer
impact it can have on the electricity infrastructure, research interest in this area is growing exponentially.
There are studies that calculate the increase in the demand for heating electricity that will result from the
electrification of the heating systems. White et al. [7] estimate heating electrification demand for the
residential sector in Texas after it experienced a major blackout. The study reports a 36% increase in the
peak electricity demand as compared to the current residential electricity consumption with the existing
mix of heating systems. Waite et al. [8] model the electrification demand for residential and commercial
sectors for the entire United States, at the census tract resolution, using country-wide data. The study
reports that space heating electrification could require a 70% increase in the nation’s electricity system
capacity. There has been research on determining the space heating demand upon building envelope
refurbishment [9] or climate change [10] in the residential sector. Some studies analyze the building
energy consumption to understand the energy consumption trend in residential buildings [11]. As the
world moves toward electrification, studies that calculate the heating electrification demand for both the
residential and commercial building sectors become increasingly important.
Most research work on estimating building energy consumption use a constant setpoint temperature [9],
an ambient reference temperature [8], or simulation-based data [12] instead of real-world data to replicate
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the temperature settings preferred in general households. Furthermore, it is very common that the studies
that predict or calculate heating demand or building energy demand use simulation data from software
packages like EnergyPlus, eQuest [13], etc. to validate their methodology or have no way to verify their
work [8]. The analyses that use simulation tools usually require a lot of details related to the building for
which the calculations are performed. This can be a tedious process and hard to scale for larger
geographies. The ones that do not verify their work, run the danger of deriving conclusions based on a
potentially flawed methodology and are not indicative of the actual scenario at hand.
Our study showcases a method to calculate the heating electrification demand for residential and
commercial sectors taking New York State (NYS) as an example. It holds great importance for NYS
because it is a cold climate state and will experience major electrification in the near future. As per the
Strategic Outlook for 2021-2024 by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) [14], NYS aims to make the building sector carbon neutral with the help of electrification.
These steps are inspired by the goals set by the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act
(CLCPA) towards reducing 22 million tons of carbon through energy efficiency and electrification [5].
Our work is different from the studies done before because of two main reasons: 1) We use two
datasets—the Ecobee smart thermostat dataset and the NYS tax parcel dataset—which haven’t been used
before to perform such a calculation. 2) Another noteworthy aspect is that this model is validated against
actual operational system data.
To elaborate on the points above, the hourly setpoint temperature data for residential buildings was taken
from the newly available Ecobee Donate your Data smart thermostat dataset [16]. This dataset was
analyzed to find that over 90% of smart thermostat users employ unique setpoint schedules, and the
cumulative effect of these programmed setpoints can have a considerable impact on energy demand
profiles. Thus, instead of using a constant setpoint temperature for the various homes, through this
dataset, we bring this study closer to a real-life scenario by taking into account the actual variable
temperature settings. Furthermore, we use the NYS Tax Parcel dataset to find the values of building floor
area, building heating fuel type, etc. Using a state-owned dataset makes it more relevant for calculating
values for NYS specifically.
Additionally, to ensure that the methodology that the study follows is reliable, we compare the demand
values generated by the model with publicly available 2019 New York Independent System Operator
(NYISO) data [17]. NYISO data is metered load data recorded by NYISO at a five-minute resolution and
covers 11 New York Control Area load zones. It is measured in MWh, quality checked for consistency
and completeness, and updated every day. We compare the NYISO data values and trend with the model-
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calculated demand values, to find peaks in our model at the same points as the NYISO data values. We
see that our model closely follows the trend shown by the NYISO data with only a 7% average difference
between the hourly values. Since method validation is an important part of comprehensive quality
management to ensure the scientific integrity of analytical data, using such a comprehensive dataset to
verify our methodology reinforces the dependability of this study.
For NYS specifically, our study computes approximately a 48% increase in heating electricity demand for
residential and commercial sectors. We have assumed the installation of a multi-split heat pump (MSHP)
to electrify fossil-fuel-based heating systems. Our result is an estimated value because it will keep
reducing with advancement in heat pump (HP) technology resulting in more efficient heating systems that
will require less energy to provide the same amount of thermal comfort. To elaborate on this, our work
develops various electrification scenarios using highly efficient HP models. We show that technologically
advanced HPs that are currently available can reduce electrification demand by as much as 20% as
compared to the standard HPs. In addition, we also develop scenarios of different HP penetration values
based on a number of studies on heating electrification conducted in NYS. We use these values to help us
visualize the potential electricity demand profiles under various rates of HP adoption.
Thus, this study facilitates in providing insights into the grid implications of heating electrification
initiatives and regulations. It is valuable to grid planners and policymakers, particularly those in regions
largely driven by summer cooling demands to prepare for the shift in seasonal peaks. Our methodology
can be used to find demand at a county level; thus, it can assist in the development of specialized
electrification plans with numerous localized benefits. The approach used in this study might be applied
to other geographies to investigate the effects of space heating electrification with various other heat
pump types like ground source heat pumps (GSHPs) or other more technologically advanced heat pumps
which could have the potential to bring the demand further down from the current levels.
The results of this work can be used by future studies to determine the impact of such an increase in
electricity demand. They can also be used to determine the amount of energy that can be provided by
renewable resources, along with helping stakeholders evaluate if the current renewable infrastructure is
enough to support the demand. If the current installations are not enough, and new installations are
needed, studies building on our research can also determine the most effective composition of renewable
energy sources—such as wind, hydropower, solar, etc.—that can be used to power the grid in New York
State.
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The remainder of the thesis is organized into three more sections: section 2 explains the datasets that were
used and outlines the methodology followed by the project, section 3 discusses the results, section
4 concludes the thesis, and section 5 talks about future work.
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2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Data Collection and Description
2.1.1. NYS Tax Parcel Dataset
This study uses the NYS Tax Parcel centroid point data which is available for all 62 counties. It has
several attributes including building type, building area, heating fuel type, etc., which are populated by
the GIS Program Office using Assessment Roll tabular data from the NYS Department of Tax and
Finance's Office of Real Property Tax Services (ORPTS). A property assessment roll is a public record
collected for each property on an assessing unit (municipality or county) to calculate the taxable value of
the property. It contains information on the market value of the property, the date when the valuation was
done, and personal homeowner information like phone number and address.

Figure 1 This snapshot of the 2019 NYS Tax Parcel data for Jefferson County shows the columns like ‘PROP_CLASS’,
‘SQFT_LIVING’, ‘GFA’, etc. that we used in our study.

In this study, the 2019 NYS Tax Parcel dataset was used to obtain the residential and commercial
building floor area values; 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏 , which is the fraction of residential or commercial building class
floor area that use electric heating (described in Section 2.2.1.1.) ; and 𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠 , which is the fraction
of residential building class floor area that use fossil-fuel-based heating (described in Section 2.2.1.2.).
We used the ‘SQFT_LIVING’ column to get the residential area for the buildings with residential
property codes (‘PROP_CLASS’) between 200 and 300, as defined in the data dictionary. Similarly, we
used the ‘GFA’ column to get the commercial area for the buildings with commercial property codes
(‘PROP_CLASS’) between 400 and 500, as defined in the data dictionary.
Even though the dataset contains information for all NYS counties, the Nassau County data is not
completely populated and contains no values for ‘SQFT_LVING’ and ‘GFA’. Since these values are
needed for our work, we exclude Nassau County data completely in our calculations.
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Similarly, the data for New York City (NYC) counties in this dataset was also incomplete because NYC
uses a different system for data collection. Therefore, to fill this gap, we used the 2021 PLUTO dataset
(explained below) to get the residential and commercial building floor areas for this region.

2.1.2. PLUTO Dataset
To get the residential and commercial building floor areas for NYC counties, we used the 2021 Primary
Land Use Tax Lot Output (PLUTO) dataset [18]. PLUTO contains land use and geographic data at the tax
lot resolution. It combines data from various city departments like the Department of City Planning
(DCP), Department of Finance (DOF), Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS), and
Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC). These departments collect building data, e.g., types of use,
location, etc., in real-time. As the city acquires new or disposes of old properties, the datasets are updated.
PLUTO contains three main data categories: 1) Tax Lot Characteristics, 2) Building Characteristics, and
3) Geographic/Political/Administrative Districts.

2.1.3. EIA Data
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [19] is the Department of Energy's statistics and
analytical arm. EIA gathers, analyzes, and disseminates independent and unbiased energy data to support
smart policymaking, efficient markets, and to create public awareness of the role of energy in the
economy and environment.
The actual value of 2019 sector-wise monthly electricity and fossil fuel [23],[21] consumption in NYS
was taken from EIA. EIA obtained the sector-wise energy consumption data by conducting surveys of
both utility and non-utility companies that sell/deliver gas or electricity to customers to obtain retail sales
and revenue data for all end-use sectors, viz, residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation.
In terms of units of measure, the sector-wise electricity retail sales data is available in million kWh or
thousand MWh. Fossil fuel consumption data is available in million cubic feet or gallons which we
converted to Wh for the sake of unit consistency.

2.1.4. Weather Data
We used the 2019 National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) [22] data to get the hourly temperature
for all the counties. NSRDB contains meteorological data at an hourly and 30-minute resolution for the
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whole of the United States at different geographical scales. Multi-channel measurements from
geostationary satellites are used to model the present NSRDB.
NSRDB data is not separated by county. To remedy this, we used the latitudes and longitudes of the most
populated areas in each county to estimate county-wide temperatures for the year 2019 at an hourly
resolution.

2.1.5. Ecobee Thermostat Data
Smart-home devices with built-in communication technology have become increasingly common in
recent years, allowing for wider implementation of smart heat pump control. Smart thermostats, for
example, have gained significant acceptance in recent years and are expected to be in 40% of US
households by 2021. Smart thermostats provide a variety of energy-saving features such as unique
setpoint schedules, different comfort configurations like "sleep" and "away", and occupancy sensors that
cut energy use while the house is unoccupied.
Hourly setpoint temperature data for residential buildings was taken from the newly available Ecobee
Donate your Data smart thermostat dataset [16]. This dataset was analyzed to find that over 90% of smart
thermostat users employ unique setpoint schedules, and the cumulative

effect of these

programmed setpoints can have a considerable impact on energy demand profiles [2]. The dataset
contains temperature data of various homes located in different counties in NYS at a five-minute
resolution. We averaged the temperature of all the NYS homes for the year 2019 and filtered it by the
hour.
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2.1.6. Data for Constants – 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 , 𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚,𝑐
The table below describes the data sources for some of the constants used in the heating demand
calculations. These constants are: the fraction of floor area of each building class, 𝑏 (𝑐𝑜𝑚 𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑠), in
each county, 𝑐, that uses electric cooling, 𝐴𝐶, is denote by 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 ; and the fraction of floor area of each
building class, 𝑏 (𝑐𝑜𝑚 𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑠), in each county, 𝑐, that uses fossil-fuels for heating, 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡, is denoted by
𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 .

Table 1 Data Sources for Calculating the Constants Used in the Model Equations

Constants

Data Source

The fraction of the floor area in NYSERDA Commercial Baseline Study [24] is a study conducted
commercial buildings that uses by NYSERDA in collaboration with the New York State
electric cooling (𝒑𝑨𝑪,𝒄𝒐𝒎,𝒄 )

Department of Public Service (DPS). The study assesses the

The fraction of the floor area in existing commercial building stock and energy-consuming
commercial buildings that uses equipment (e.g., HVAC), including equipment count and
fossil

fuel

(𝒑𝑭𝑭,𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕,𝒄𝒐𝒎,𝒄 )

for

heating characteristics. The data is based on telephone/web survey
responses of 3,882 commercial customers and on-site audits at 826
businesses.

The fraction of the floor area in The U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) is a tool
residential buildings that use that helps local governments, community leaders, and companies
electricity for cooling in NYC understand how their areas are changing. The source of the data is
(𝒑𝑨𝑪,𝒓𝒆𝒔,𝒄)

ACS ‘SELECTED HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS’ TableID:
DP04 Product: 2019: ACS 1-Year Estimates Data Profiles [25].

The fraction of the floor area in Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) 2015 is a multiresidential buildings that use year project that includes a Residential Survey phase, data
electricity for cooling in all other collecting from household energy suppliers, and calculation of
counties except NYC counties end-use consumption and expenditures [1].
(𝒑𝑨𝑪,𝒓𝒆𝒔,𝒄)
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2.2. Methodology
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Figure 2 illustrates the methodology followed in this study and shows that it is broken into three steps: 1) split the
energy usage into its respective components, 2) convert fossil-fuel-based heating energy demand into heating
electricity demand, 3) add up the existing heating electricity usage and converted heating demand to obtain the
total heating electricity demand.

Figure 2 is a step-by-step explanation of how the model equations will be used to evaluate the heating
electricity demand.
According to step 1, Equation 1 takes sector-wise monthly electricity consumption data pulled from the
Energy Information Administration as input and splits it into three broad usage categories—lighting (and
other non-temperature-dependent usages), heating, and cooling. Similarly, Equation 4 takes the sectorwise monthly fossil fuel consumption data as input and splits it into two broad usage categories—cooking
(and other non-temperature-dependent usages) and heating.
In step 2, we convert the fossil-fuel-based heating usage into electric heating usage using Equation 7.
While doing this conversion, we use the temperature-dependent coefficient of performance (COP)
developed using Equation 9 to account for electric heating system efficiency. These equations are
elaborated in great detail in the following section.
Finally, in step 3, we add up the existing electric heating demand and the converted (fossil fuel to electric)
heating demand to get the approximated total electricity demand for when all the heating systems in NYS
become electric.
To get a holistic view of the potential increase in the demand for electricity, we evaluate the
electrification scenario developed by using HPs to replace the fossil fuel-based space heating systems in
the residential and commercial building sectors. Additionally, we perform calculations at varying levels
of HP penetration and find the peak hourly demand at the state level to understand the hours when peaker
plants—the power plants that are only used when there is a significant demand for electricity— could
potentially be required to satisfy the demand.

2.2.1. Model Equations
The model equations in this thesis were inspired by the methodology followed in a study at Columbia
University by Waite et al. [8]. Our work makes improvements to that study by bringing about three major
changes: 1) the use of NYS Tax Parcel data to get building-related information as compared to the
National data used by Waite et al, 2) the introduction of internal setpoint temperature variability in
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residential buildings using Ecobee data instead of using a single constant temperature for all the buildings
for which calculations were made, and 3) by evaluating the baseline prediction using actual NYISO data,
which is exclusive to our study.

2.2.1.1.

Temperature-Dependent Electricity Usage Model

The estimated value of temperature-dependent electricity usage [8], i.e., for cooling and heating
calculated for each building class, 𝑏, in each county, 𝑐, at each time step, 𝑡 as shown in Equation 1, is
found out by splitting the total monthly electricity usage of a county into three parts: 1) temperatureindependent electricity usage (𝑒𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ), i.e., electricity used for lighting, refrigeration, etc.; 2) increasingtemperature-dependent electricity usage (𝑒𝑏+ ), i.e., electricity used for cooling; and 3) decreasingtemperature-dependent electricity usage (𝑒𝑏− ), i.e., electricity used for heating. The building floor area for
each building class (residential and commercial), 𝑏, and county, 𝑐, 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 , is determined using the NYS Tax
Parcel dataset. 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 is the fraction of the floor area of each building class in each county that uses
electric cooling (𝐴𝐶). 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 is the fraction of floor area of each building class in each county that
uses electricity for heating (𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡).
Thermostat setpoint for residential buildings is chosen such that it enhances human comfort and the
Ecobee smart-thermostat data [16] captures the variability in setpoint temperatures in different homes
which greatly improves the accuracy of the calculations performed. The hourly reference temperatures are
taken as statewide average Ecobee thermostat hourly setpoint temperatures. Ecobee thermostats are only
employed in residential buildings and therefore these temperatures were not used for commercial
buildings. The setpoint temperature for actual commercial buildings varies significantly depending on the
type of building and many other factors, but a value of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚 = 68°F was taken as a constant setpoint
temperature for all commercial buildings for enhanced energy savings [26]. 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 is the hourly outdoor
temperature for each county in NYS taken from NSRDB.

+
+
𝐸̂𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 = 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 [𝑒𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 𝑒𝑏+ (𝑇𝑐,𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 ) + 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 𝑒𝑏− (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 ) ]

(1)

The ‘+’ outside the parentheses indicates that the value of the term is zero when negative. The increasing
and decreasing temperature-dependent terms are weighted by the fraction of building floor area using
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electricity for cooling and heating, respectively. We assume that the primary end-use of increasing and
decreasing temperature-dependent electricity usage is cooling and heating only.
The fraction of floor area in each building class, in each county that uses electricity for heating,
𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 , was determined in the same way for both residential and commercial building classes by
dividing the building class area that uses electricity by the total building class floor area found using NYS
Tax Parcel data. However, 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 was evaluated differently for the NYC counties. For
𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑐 for NYC, we assumed that this fraction is equal to the number of households having
heating equipment divided by the total number of occupied household units as per the American
Community Survey data [25]. For 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚,𝑐 for NYC, we used the NYSERDA Commercial
Baseline Study. The commercial baseline study was conducted by NYSERDA in collaboration with the
New York State Department of Public Service (DPS). The study assesses the existing commercial
building stock and energy-consuming equipment (e.g., HVAC), including equipment count and
characteristics.
The county-wise fraction of building class floor area with air conditioning, 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 , was determined
differently for each of the commercial and residential building classes. For 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑐𝑜𝑚 , we use the fraction of
businesses having electric cooling in place as per the NYSERDA Commercial Baseline Study [24]. For
the residential building class, 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑐 was found from the Residential Energy Community Survey
(RECS) 2015 (latest available) [1]. We assume that this fraction is equal to the number of households
having electric cooling equipment divided by the total number of occupied household units.

2.2.1.2.

Model Fitting and Error Calculation for Electricity Usage Model

2

12

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝑏 = ∑

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2015)
[𝐸𝑏,𝑚

−∑

𝑚=1

𝑐∈𝑁𝑌𝑆

∑ 𝐸̂𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 ]

(2)

𝑡∈𝑚

The decision variables 𝑒𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 , 𝑒𝑏+ , and 𝑒𝑏− are selected for the residential and commercial building classes
so that the residual sum of squares error 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝑏 is minimized [8]. The minimization is performed
against the actual statewide monthly electricity usage for each building class in 2019, as obtained from
publicly available retail sales data of the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [19].
The estimated peak electricity demand is calculated for each building class in each county by taking the
maximum of the estimated hourly electricity demand:
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𝑃𝑐 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡 ∑ 𝐸̂𝑏,𝑐,𝑡

(3)

𝑏

2.2.1.3.

Temperature-Dependent Fossil Fuel Usage Model

The estimated value of temperature-dependent fossil fuel usage [8], i.e., for heating, calculated for each
building class, 𝑏, in each county, 𝑐, at each time step, 𝑡 as shown in Equation 4, is found by splitting the
total monthly fossil fuel usage of a county into two parts: temperature-independent fossil fuel usage
(𝑓𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ), i.e., fossil fuel used for cooking; and decreasing-temperature-dependent fossil fuel usage (𝑓𝑏−),
i.e., fossil fuel used for heating. There is no increasing-temperature-dependent fossil fuel usage because
the underlying data shows that not much fossil fuel is used for cooling purposes in either building class.
The building floor area for each building class (residential and commercial), 𝑏, and county, 𝑐, 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 , is
determined using the NYS Tax Parcel dataset. Lastly, 𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 is the fraction of floor area of each
building class in each county that uses fossil fuel for heating (𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡).
Similar to the temperature-dependent electricity usage model, one important change introduced is the use
of variable internal setpoint temperatures. The thermostat setpoint for residential buildings is based on the
optimum seasonal temperature for human comfort as shown by Ecobee smart-thermostat data. The hourly
reference temperatures are taken as statewide average Ecobee thermostat hourly setpoint temperatures.
Ecobee thermostats are only employed in residential buildings and therefore these temperatures were not
used for commercial buildings. The reference temperature for actual commercial buildings varies
significantly depending on the type of building and many other factors, but a value of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑐𝑜𝑚 = 68°F
was taken as a constant setpoint temperature for all commercial buildings for enhanced energy savings
[26]. 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 is the hourly outdoor temperature for each county in NYS was taken from NSRDB.
+
𝐹̂𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 = 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 [𝑓𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 𝑓𝑏− (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 ) ]

(4)

The ‘+’ outside the parentheses indicates that the value of the term is zero when negative. The decreasing
temperature-dependent terms are weighted by the fraction of building floor area using fossil fuel for
heating. We assume that the primary end-use of decreasing temperature-dependent fossil fuel usage is
heating only.
The fraction of floor area of the residential building class in each county that uses electricity for heating,
𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑐 was calculated by dividing the building class floor area using electricity for heating with the
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total building class floor area of all residential buildings. However, for the NYC counties,
𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑐 was determined using data from the 2019 American Community Survey Data [25]. It was
assumed that the county-wise commercial floor area using fossil fuel for heating was scaled linearly with
the fraction of households using air-conditioning in each county, i.e., 𝑝𝐹𝐹,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚,𝑐 , was calculated using
the fraction of businesses having fossil-fuel-based heating in place as per NYSERDA Commercial
Baseline Study [24]. The commercial baseline study was conducted by NYSERDA in collaboration with
the New York State Department of Public Service (DPS). The study assesses the existing commercial
building stock and energy-consuming equipment (e.g., HVAC), including equipment count and
characteristics.

2.2.1.4.

Model Fitting and Error Calculation for Fossil fuel Usage Model

2

12

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹,𝑏 = ∑

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)
[𝐹𝑏,𝑚

−∑
𝑐∈𝑁𝑌𝑆

𝑚=1

∑ 𝐹̂𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 ]

(5)

𝑡∈𝑚

The decision variables 𝑓𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 and 𝑓𝑏− in Equation 4 are selected for the residential and commercial
building classes in the state of New York to minimize the residual sum of squares error, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹,𝑏 [8]. The
minimization is performed with respect to the actual statewide monthly electricity usage for each building
class in 2019, as obtained from publicly available retail sales data of the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) [19].
Fuel oil and propane are delivered in bulk and stored on-site for a season or many years, whereas natural
gas use is measured monthly. Therefore, the total fossil fuel consumption was scaled with natural gas
consumption on a monthly basis. The unit of measurement for these fossil fuels was in million cubic feet
or gallons which was then converted to Watt-hours before plugging these values into the minimization
(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

equation. Thus, the monthly, 𝑚, fossil fuel usage, 𝐹𝑏,𝑚
(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

using monthly natural gas usage, 𝐹𝑁𝐺,𝑏,𝑚
(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

propane usage, 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑏

=

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

, annual distillate fuel oil usage, 𝐹𝐹𝑂𝐾,𝑏

, and annual

] data from EIA[19]—[21]:

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)
𝐹𝑏,𝑚

, for each building class, 𝑏, is computed

𝐹𝑁𝐺,𝑏,𝑚

12

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)
[ ∑ 𝐹𝑁𝐺,𝑏,𝑚
(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)
12
∑𝑚=1 𝐹𝑁𝐺,𝑏,𝑚
𝑚=1
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(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

+ 𝐹𝐹𝑂𝐾,𝑏

(𝑎𝑐𝑡,2019)

+ 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑏

]

(6)

2.2.2. Heating Electrification Model
To develop a heating electrification model, we converted the amount of fossil fuels used into electricity
used with the help of the model equations explained in section 2.1.2.1. below. The electrification
equations were inspired by the study performed at Columbia University [8]. This study introduces a new
model equation to evaluate temperature-dependent COP in section 2.1.2.2. which is used calculate to
heating electrification demand.

2.2.2.1.

Conversion of Fossil Fuel Heating to Electric Heating

To compute the projected new county-level temperature-dependent electricity demand for each building
class, we create different scenarios of heat pump penetration levels to indicate the fraction of existing
fossil fuel heating being replaced.
The electricity demand upon converting the fossil-fuel-based heating systems to HP-based heating
systems for each building class in each county at each time step, 𝐸𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 , for a given HP penetration, 𝑥𝑏,𝑐 =
{0: 1}, is given by:

𝐸𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 (𝑥𝑏,𝑐 ) = 𝑥𝑏,𝑐 × 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 ×

[ 𝑓𝑏− (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 ) ] 𝜂𝐹𝐹
(7)

𝐶𝑂𝑃 (𝑇𝑐,𝑡 )

We generate various other scenarios at different levels of electrification using different values of 𝑥𝑏,𝑐 .
The electricity demand, 𝐸𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 , for a given building class and HP penetration is computed by:

𝐸𝑏,𝑐,𝑡 (𝑥𝑏,𝑐 ) = 𝐴𝑏,𝑐 [𝑒𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑝𝐴𝐶,𝑏,𝑐 𝑒𝑏+ (𝑇𝑐,𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 )
+

𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐,𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑏,𝑐 𝑒𝑏− (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏

+

+

− 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 ) + 𝑥𝑏,𝑐 ×
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[ 𝑓𝑏− (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑡 ) ] 𝜂𝐹𝐹
𝐶𝑂𝑃 (𝑇𝑐,𝑡 )

(8)

2.2.2.2.

Coefficient of Performance Modelling Equation

To create a temperature-dependent COP model that is representative of real-life HPs, we used the field
measurement data of ductless HPs (or MSHPs) from a study conducted in the Northwest US by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [27]. The purpose of the NREL study was to evaluate
two tools: 1) EnergyPlus and 2) the Simple Energy and Enthalpy Model (SEEM) to compare their energy
consumption projections and make model improvements where there were substantial variances. The
purpose was to minimize the variability in energy savings estimates and have a better understanding of
simulation engine limits for more reliable savings estimates of efficiency measures and regional potential.
While modeling the temperature-dependent COP equation, variable speed HPs were not considered
because the calculations for such HPs are more complex than a COP versus outdoor temperature equation.
The COP is also a function of compressor speed (and as a result, the heating load of the space and the heat
pump size), outdoor humidity, and indoor temperature as well. There are also non-linear effects like
defrosting and backup heat. All these effects can cause real-world COP to vary +/- 30%.
Using Ref [27], we have derived outdoor temperature-dependent COP model equations that represent the
range of real-world COP values seen in the figure.

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻𝑃 (𝑇) = {

−0.0044 ∗ 𝑇 2 + 0.096 ∗ 𝑇 + 3.7406
0.09 ∗ 𝑇 + 3.6
1

,
,
,

4.5 < 𝑇 < 27
−18 < 𝑇 < 4.5
𝑇 ≤ −18

(9)

Here, temperature values—represented by T—are in degrees Celsius.
Several simplifying assumptions were made while developing the heating electrification model. We
assumed that the entire electrification is done with only cold climate air source heat pumps. We have not
considered GSHPs because these kinds of HPs are not very widely used yet in residential or commercial
buildings. We also assumed a single existing fossil fuel heating system efficiency, 𝜂𝐹𝐹 = 0.78, based on
Ref [8].
Since we did not use any building energy models, we base the heating electrification calculation on these
derived equations. We make some assumptions to match the actual performance of a heat pump as it
varies with ambient temperature. We assume that once the predicted COP goes below 1 at minimum heat
pump operating temperatures, the system will function as a complete electric resistance system with an
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efficiency of 1. As a result, the overall HP system COP also becomes 1. For a few higher temperature
points (T > 27) where the field measurement data was not available, we have not considered any values
for COP.
The graph in Figure 3 shows the field measurement data values from the NREL study and shows the
fitted equations that would be used to represent temperature-dependent COP. For temperatures below ~4
degrees, COP follows the trend shown by the blue line and for temperatures above ~4 degrees, COP
follows the trend shown by the orange dotted line.

Figure 3 shows the model temperature-dependent coefficient of performance. For temperatures below ~4 degrees,
COP follows the trend shown by the blue line and for temperatures above ~4 degrees, COP follows the trend shown
by the orange dotted line.
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3. Results and Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the qualitative and quantitative model validation techniques used by this
study, followed by the results obtained upon the electrification of the heating systems in NYS.

3.1. Model Validation
Figure 4a validates the methodology followed in this study by qualitatively comparing the metered
NYISO data from 2019 with the demand values calculated using the model equations. The metered
NYISO data is a combination of all the sectors, viz, residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation,
and is highlighted using a black line. The Estimated R+C curve marked using a blue dotted line shows the
demand values calculated by model for the residential (R) and commercial (C) sectors that are of primary
focus in this study. The Estimated R+C demand curve was generated using Ecobee data for residential
buildings and constant setpoint temperature for commercial buildings. The orange dotted line represents
the Estimated Total which is the sum of residential and commercial demand values calculated by the
model plus the EIA industrial and transportation [24] data to get the total of all sectors. The demand
values calculated by the model and the NYISO data are at a daily resolution. However, EIA provides
sector-wise monthly data, so we have assumed that the industrial and transportation values were divided
equally among all days of the year to generate the daily curve.
We can see that the Total NYISO and the Estimated Total values are a close match with an average
difference of 7% between them. There is an average difference of about 25% between the Estimated R+C
values and the Total NYISO data. The model generated peaks match the peaks in the NYISO data
showing that the model accurately evaluates the rise and fall in demand. Hence, we can say that the
difference between the Estimated R+C curve is attributed to the absence of industrial and transportation
sector demand. This proves that the estimated residential and commercial values are closely replicated by
the model, and this model can be further used to calculate the total heating electrification demand—as
elaborated in the later sections.
Figure 4b quantifies the above comparison. To do this, we calculate the two relative differences: i) the
relative difference between the daily Total NYISO demand data and the Estimated Total demand data,
and ii) the relative difference between monthly Total NYISO demand data and the Total EIA data (which
was used to model the calculated data). Each of the NYISO, the EIA, and the Estimated Total demand
data are a combination of the electricity consumed by the residential, commercial, industrial, and
transportation sectors. i) is represented by box and whisker plots, and the colored dots represent ii). We
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can see that the two relative differences are comparable with an average relative difference of 0.07.
Therefore, we can use the calculated data to justify our model.

Figure 4 a) validates the methodology followed in this study by qualitatively comparing the metered NYISO data
from 2019 with the demand values calculated using the model equations. Total NYISO and Estimated Total values
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match closely, and the model-generated peaks match the peaks shown by the NYISO data indicating model
accuracy. Hence, the difference between Estimated R+C and NYISO curves is attributed to the absence of industrial
and transportation sector values. This proves that the estimated residential and commercial (Estimated R+C) values
are closely replicated by the model, and this model can be further used to calculate the total heating electrification
demand. b) comparison of the two relative differences between (NYISO and Estimated Total Demand) and (NYISO
and Total EIA Demand) data using box plots; box plots show (NYISO-Estimated Total Demand)/NYISO, marked
points show (NYISO-Total EIA Demand)/NYISO.

To further reinforce the reliability of the model, this relative difference was also statistically justified. The
statistical method used for this was the two-sample t-test with which we checked whether the mean of the
difference between i) and ii) was in an acceptable range or not.
The two hypotheses for this particular two-sample t-test were: 1) the null hypothesis H0 which assumes
that the two population means are equal (µ1 = µ2) and 2) the alternative hypothesis HA which assumes
that the two population means are not equal (µ1 ≠µ2).
The t-statistic value obtained for the test was -0.1 and the p-value obtained was 0.92. This is a positive
indicator because, by definition, a t-value of 0 signifies that the sample results exactly equal the null
hypothesis. As the difference between the sample data and the null hypothesis increases, so does the
absolute value of the t-value. Since we have a significantly low t-value, this means that our null
hypothesis is true.
Because the p-value of our test (0.92) is greater than alpha = 0.05, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of
the test. We do not have sufficient evidence to say that the mean difference in electricity demand between
the two populations is different.
Figures 5a and 5b compare the hourly electricity demand trend of Total NYISO values with the
Estimated Total. 5a shows the demand comparison when calculations were made using variable internal
setpoint temperature values taken from Ecobee data. On the other hand, 5b shows the demand comparison
when calculations were made using a single constant internal setpoint temperature value of 20 degrees
Celsius [28]. On studying the data, we observe that the calculated energy demand follows the trend better
in 5a than it does in 5b. The areas of comparison are highlighted by the black boxes in 5b. We can see that
the Estimated Total demand values exceed the Total NYISO values as reflected in the black box drawn at
the top of figure 5b. This can be attributed to the larger temperature delta values obtained with constant
setpoint than would be obtained with variable temperature values. The black box on the lower half of the
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figure depicts that lesser variability is introduced in the demand values when a constant setpoint
temperature is used, as a result of this, the values follow a flatter trend.
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Figure 5 Comparison between the trend of NYISO vs. estimated electricity demand in case a) with variable internal
setpoint temperature values taken from Ecobee data and case b) with a single constant internal setpoint
temperature value. We can see that the calculated energy demand follows the trend better in case a) when
compared to case b) with the area of comparison highlighted by the black boxe on b). We can see that the
Estimated Total demand values at the peaks are lesser than the Total NYISO values in the box at the top in case b)
and are matched better in case a). This can be attributed to inaccurate temperature delta values obtained with
constant setpoint than would be obtained with variable temperature values..

3.2. Post-Electrification Results
The results shown here depict the increase in electricity requirement when heating systems are electrified
across the state.
As seen previously in figure 4a, New York State has an apparent dearth of electric heating. On the other
hand, as per data published by the American Community Survey, there are more electric cooling systems
in NYS as compared to heating systems. Therefore, in the current scenario, the demand for electric
cooling is much higher than the demand for electric heating, with the demand for electricity peaking
during the summer months because of a surge in the usage of electric cooling.
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Figure 6a compares the total electricity demand in residential and commercial buildings before and after
the electrification of heating systems. The difference between before and after shows an approximate
increase of 48% in the total electricity demand in the residential and commercial sectors. Under this
scenario, which highlights an increase in the adoption of electric heating systems, it is likely that our
previously noted demand peak will shift from summer to winter. Additionally, the winter peak would be
2.5 times the summer peak. A direct consequence of this demand shift would be a greater likelihood of
dispatching peaker plants during winters, changes in wholesale electricity pricing, grid emissions profiles,
and power plant maintenance schedules. As a result of this increase in demand, NYS will be tasked with
finding the cleanest electricity supply sources.
However, an offset would also be provided if the newly installed ASHPs were to be used for cooling
because their improved efficiency would further lower the summer demand. For our study, we have
assumed that the already existing cooling systems would remain in place, and therefore this offset is not
accounted for in the overall yearly demand.
Figure 6b shows the daily average temperature values in NYS to show how cold the day was for which
the demand was calculated.

a)
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b)

Figure 6 a) calculated hourly electricity demand before and after electrification at 100% HP penetration b) the
temperature trend for the year 2019 for which the demand was calculated .

To represent the change in electricity demand values when advanced high-efficiency heating systems are
used, we generate two scenarios of electrification using a high-efficiency ASHP and an ultra-high
efficiency MSHP. The efficiency of these advanced HPs was derived from a study performed by White et
al. [7] on the electrification of heating systems in Texas. The high-efficiency heat pump is a high-end
variable speed ASHP that is currently available with a heating seasonal performance factor (HSPF) of
10.0, whereas the ultra-high efficiency MSHP has a heating seasonal performance factor (HSPF) of 14
and represents the most efficient electric space heating technology currently available.
We used the same method as the one described in Section 2.2.2.2 to obtain the temperature-dependent
COP of the high-efficiency ASHP and the ultra-high efficiency MSHP from Figure 3 in Ref. [7]. We use
the set of equations (indicated by distinct colors) in figures 7a and 8a to calculate temperature-dependent
COP for the various heating system operating temperatures.
Figures 7b and 8b below show the approximate values for electricity demand before and after
electrification in the scenarios where high-efficiency variable-speed HPs were used at a 100%
penetration. We can see that the overall increase in demand is 44% when using a high-efficiency ASHP,
which is lower than the 48% increase with a standard current HP. With high-efficiency ASHP, the peak
demand also reduces by 42%. On the other hand, when an ultra-high efficiency MSHP is employed, the
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overall increase in demand is 31% as compared to a 48% increase with a standard current HP, and the
peak demand reduces by 45%. Therefore, these calculations clearly represent the extent to which
improvements in HP efficiency can reduce demand and benefit in moving electrification goals forward.

Figure 7 a) shows the COP of a variable-speed high-efficiency ASHP with an HSPF of 10.0. To calculate temperaturedependent COP for the various heating system operating temperatures, we used a set of equations indicated by
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different colors in the graph. b) shows that by using a high-efficiency ASHP, the overall increase in demand reduces
to 44% as compared to 48% using a standard current HP. The peak demand reduces by 42%.

Figure 8 a) shows the COP of a variable-speed ultra-high efficiency MSHP with an HSPF of 14. To calculate
temperature-dependent COP for the various heating system operating temperatures, we used a set of equations
indicated by different colors in the graph. b) shows that by using an ultra-high efficiency MSHP, the overall increase
in demand reduces to 31% as compared to 48% using a standard current HP. The peak demand reduces by 45%.
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We generate three scenarios inspired by a report on ramping up heat pump adoption in New York State
[29] prepared by Vermont Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) and funded by the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC). We develop three scenarios of heat pump adoption rate to attain the NYS
energy efficiency goals: baseline, moderate, and high growth rate scenarios. All these electrification
scenarios are developed using the current standard HP.
The baseline scenario considers the average heat pump penetration rate of 5% for the year 2019 as per a
report prepared by NYSERDA [30]. We do not consider any enhanced growth due to changes in policies
in this scenario. Figure 9 shows the electricity demand upon electrification at this rate.

Figure 9 Baseline scenario with a projected penetration of 5% in NYS for the year 2019 as per a study by NYSERDA

In the moderate growth scenario, we consider a cumulative average growth rate of 12% calculated based
on the adoption potential trajectory from 2019 to 2025 assumed in the study by NYSERDA [31]. Because
the cold climate heat pump market in New York is still in its infancy, data to support adoption trajectory
assumptions is scarce. Figure 10 shows the electricity demand upon electrification at this rate.
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Figure 10 Moderate growth scenario with 12% annual heating system electrification in accordance with the
adoption potential trajectory assumed in a report by NYSERDA.

The high growth scenario is based on a report by VEIC which assumes that the heat pump market is
supported by aggressive program initiatives [29]. The adoption rate is capped at 59%, which is the
national average annual growth rate in the solar photovoltaic (PV) sector over the last ten years (from
2018). Figure 11 shows the electricity demand upon electrification at this rate.
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Figure 11 High growth scenario with a growth rate of 59% based on a report by VEIC which assumes the heat pump
growth rate to be the same as the growth rate of solar PV adoption in NYS for the next decade

Figure 12 shows load duration curves of pre- and post-electrification levels. This curve shows a
relationship between load and time. The coordinates indicating load are shown in decreasing order of
magnitude. We see that the exponentially high demand hours are fewer in number, and it is for those
hours that the peaker plants would need to be used to make up for the excess demand.
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Figure 12 Load duration curves for calculated values of before and after electrification (using standard HP) levels.
These curves show the load required to meet every hour of the State’s heating demand from highest demand hour
to lowest demand hour for each of the HP adoption scenarios.
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4. Conclusion
In this analysis, we utilized New York State’s Tax Parcel Data and used optimization and statistical
techniques to quantify the electricity usage required post the electrification of heating systems. The results
were generated for both residential and commercial sectors and summed to give the statewide demand
values and show a staggering 48% increase in the total electricity required in NYS after 100% HP
penetration. Another finding that should not be overlooked by policymakers and utility service providers
is the apparent demand shift from a summer peak to a winter peak that is forecasted to occur because of
an electrified New York State.
We also evaluated various electrification scenarios using highly efficient HP models. We show that
technologically advanced HPs that are currently available can reduce electrification demand by as much
as 17% as compared to the standard HPs. In addition, we also develop scenarios of different HP
penetration values based on a number of studies on heating electrification conducted in NYS. We use
these values to help us visualize the potential electricity demand profiles under various rates of HP
adoption.
Most fundamentally, this study provides a base to generate insights into the grid implications of heating
electrification initiatives and regulations. Therefore, it is valuable to grid planners and policymakers,
particularly those in regions where demands are largely driven by summer cooling systems. These regions
need to prepare for the shift in seasonal peaks. Our analysis also showed how the demand can vary across
geographies, and thus it can assist in the development of specialized electrification plans with numerous
localized benefits. Moreover, the approach used in this study might be applied to other areas to investigate
the effects of space heating electrification with various other heat pump types (for example, GSHPs)
which might bring the demand down from the current levels.
The results of this work can be used by future studies to determine the impact of such an increase in
electricity demand. They can also be used to determine the amount of energy that can be provided by
renewable resources, along with helping stakeholders evaluate if the current renewable infrastructure is
enough to support the demand. If the current installations are not enough and new installations are
needed, studies building on our research can also determine the most effective composition of renewable
energy sources—such as wind [32], hydropower, solar etc.—that can be used to power the grid in New
York State.
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5. Future Work
There have been several studies on the calculation of heating demand. However, it is challenging to create
one study that follows an end-all-be-all technique to solve this problem. This is because heating demand
depends on several variables, and a single study cannot address all of them. Some internal factors like age
of the house [33],[34], occupant behavior [35–37], inside setpoint temperature [38–40], insulation and
ventilation [42],[43], type of heating equipment used and its efficiency [44]; and external factors like
building shape [45], ambient temperature [40], solar irradiation [46], and sometimes even wind speed
[47],[48] impact the amount of electricity that will be required to heat the buildings.
Some areas to improve upon in this study would be the introduction of daylight hours while making
demand calculations and considering occupancy hours. Making the model dependent on these factors
would improve its accuracy by bringing it closer to a real-life scenario. Additionally, using different HP
types (e.g., GSHPs) to model the temperature-dependent COP will make the calculations more inclusive.
Because there is constant ongoing research to make GSHPs [51] and technologically advanced HPs [52]
easily adoptable by the public, using newer models and variations of HPs will ensure subsequent research
to be more future-oriented. Our study does not take into consideration the offset of electricity demand by
using HPs for cooling in a real-world scenario. This will add another layer of complexity that can be
analyzed further in future studies.
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